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Key features

7 bedrooms
7 bathrooms
Sleeps 14
Private pool
BBQ

Bedrooms

Ground floor

Bedroom 1 - King-size bed
Bedroom 2 - King-size bed
Bedroom 3 - King-size bed
Bedroom 4 - King-size bed

First floor

Bedroom 5 - King-size bed

Poolside apartment

Bedroom 6 - Queen-size bed
Bedroom 7 - Queen-size bed
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Inside

The kitchen is displayed in truly opulent fashion, with a bevy of useful appliances, a sea glass back-
splash, and deluxe island that can double as a charming breakfast nook. Just a few feet away sits the
beautiful banquet area with a gorgeous view, staged appropriately for a party of ten. Whether you're
looking to have a private candlelight dinner or large family celebration, this dining room is sure to
please.

Four of the bedrooms feature a King size bed while one of the bedroom features a queen size bed. The
2-bedroom poolside apartment hosts 2 Queen size beds. Meanwhile, the entire 2nd floor is devoted to
the Master Bedroom Suite. This lavish and picturesque boudoir holds a bed in the middle of the room
that faces the ocean, luring you to greet each morning with the alluring sights and stirring sounds of the
ocean calling.

Tranquility takes center stage as you withdraw to your private bathroom. Heavily influenced by
contemporary spas, each room offers clean lines, commodious storage, stall glass walk-in showers, and
fine fixtures throughout.

Both the family room and den showcase an ultra-wide sectional, accommodating guest seating, and an
impressive array of vibrant dÃ©cor.

Don't forget to book some time in the study, where a glass-top desk, rolling computer chair, black
leather couch, printer, and plenty of cases and useful shelving await. Now you can finally catch up on
correspondence or finish that book you've been meaning to get around to.

Outside

No island vacation is complete without booking some valuable time outside on your own private
veranda. Here, you will uncover a remarkable resort-worthy pool and spa, surrounded by a plethora of
lounge chairs and striking landscaping. In addition, there is a dining area and bar with an outdoor sink.
Just imagine how wonderful it would be to dine alfresco, as you splash away your days playing under
the sun and retire each night with a late-night dip beneath the stars!
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